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Abstract. The performance of the MAX -MIN ant system (MMAS)
in dynamic optimization problems (DOPs) is sensitive to the colony size.
In particular, a large colony size may waste computational resources
whereas a small colony size may restrict the searching capabilities of
the algorithm. There is a trade off in the behaviour of the algorithm
between the early and later stages of the optimization process. A smaller
colony size leads to better performance on shorter runs whereas a larger
colony size leads to better performance on longer runs. In this paper,
pre-scheduling of varying the colony size of MMAS is investigated in
dynamic environments.

1 Introduction

Ant colony optimization (ACO) is a metaheuristic inspired by the foraging be-
haviour of real ant colonies [2, 3]. ACO algorithms have been successfully applied
to many NP-hard combinatorial problems such as the travelling salesman prob-
lem (TSP) [4] and vehicle routing problem (VRP) [7]. In this paper, we focus
on a particular ACO variation, i.e., MAX -MIN Ant System (MMAS) [22],
which is one of the best performing variations.

The construction of solutions from ants is biased by existing pheromone trails
and heuristic information. Pheromone trails are updated according to the search
experience and towards solution with good quality. This is similar to a learning
reinforcement scheme. The behaviour and performance of MMAS algorithm
depends strongly on the number of ants used [5, 24]. When a given computa-
tional budget is available, e.g., the maximum number of function evaluations,
a smaller number of ants will produce more algorithmic iterations whereas a
larger number of ants less. Hence, the population size affects the duration of the
learning reinforcement [18].



In [24], it was investigated that when fewer ants are used, the algorithm
may converge quickly at early stages of the optimization process, but get stuck
in the stagnation behaviour later on. In contrast, when more ants are used,
the algorithm converges slower but to better solutions at later stages of the
optimization process. Considering thisMMAS’s behaviour, it can be observed
that the optimal number of ants depends on the stage of the optimization process.
Therefore,MMAS can benefit from varying the number of ants. For example, a
pre-schedule of varying the colony size may improve the performance ofMMAS
in dynamic environments. The key idea is to start a few ants when a change
occurs and gradually increase the number of ants. In this way, MMAS will
benefit from both merits of a small (fast convergence) and large (improve solution
quality) colony size at different stages of the optimization process.

Several dynamic test cases of the dynamic TSP (DTSP) are generated for
our study. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 and Section
3 describe the DOPs generated and the ACO algorithm used for this study,
respectively. Section 4 discusses the importance of the population size parameter.
Section 5 presents the experimental study with discussions. Finally, Section 6
concludes this paper.

2 Dynamic Environment

2.1 Dynamic Travelling Salesman Problem (DTSP)

The DTSP is modelled by a fully connected weighted graph G = (N,A), where
N = {v1, . . . , vn} is a set of n nodes (e.g., cities) and A = {(vi, vj) | vi, vj ∈
N, i 6= j} is a set of arcs (i.e., links), where n represents the size of a problem
instance. Each arc (vi, vj) ∈ A is associated with a non-negative value dij ∈ R

+,
which represents the distance between cities vi and vj . The objective of the
problem is to find the shortest Hamiltonian cycle that starts from one node and
visits each of the other cities once before returning to the starting city.

The distance matrix of the DTSP is subject to changes, which is defined
as follows: D(t) = {dij(t)}n×n, where t is the period of a dynamic change. A
particular TSP solution s = [s1, . . . , sn] in the search space is specified by a
permutation of the nodes (cities) and it is evaluated as follows:

f(s, t) = dsns1(t) +

n−1
∑

i=1

dsisi+1
(t). (1)

2.2 DTSP Benchmark Generators

The concept of DTSPs was initially introduced by Psaraftis [20]. Since then,
several variations of DTSPs were introduced, where the set of nodes N [1, 9, 10,
12, 13, 25] and/or the cost from the set of arcsA [6, 17, 19, 21, 25] cause the weight
matrix W(t) to change during the optimization process. However, there is still
no any unified benchmark problem for DTSPs, which makes the comparison with



algorithms from the literature a very challenging task. One popular benchmark is
the DTSP where cities are exchanged: half of the cities from the problem instance
are removed to create a spare pool [9, 10, 14], and the cities from the spare
pool are then used to replace cities from the problem instance. Another popular
benchmark is the DTSP where the weights of arcs change probabilistically [25,
17] (the complete benchmark generator description is given in Section 2.3 since
it is the benchmark generator we consider in the experiments). In [6, 21], only
the weights of arcs that belong to the best tour increase or decrease accordingly.

Younes et al. [26] introduced a benchmark generator for the DTSP with dif-
ferent modes: 1) topology changes as in [10], 2) weight changes in [6], and 3) swap
cities. Based on the last mode (i.e., swap cities) of the aforementioned benchmark
generator, a general dynamic benchmark generator for permutation-encoded
problems (DBGP) was proposed that can generate test cases with known optima
[15]. DBGP can convert any stationary TSP instance into a DTSP with specific
properties (i.e., frequency and magnitude of changes). Although with DBGP
one can observe how close to the optimum an algorithm converges, it sacrifices
real-world models for the sake of benchmarking.

2.3 Generating Dynamic Test Cases

Considering the problem formulation above, a dynamic test case of a TSP can be
generated by modifying the value of the arc between nodes vi and vj as follows:

wij(T + 1) =

{

wij(0) +N (µ, σ), if (i, j) ∈ AS(T );

wij(T ), otherwise;
(2)

where T = ⌈t/f⌉ is the environmental period index, f is the frequency of change,
t is the evaluation count of the algorithm,N (µ, σ) is a random number generated
from a normal distribution with µ = 0 and σ = 0.2×wij(0), wij(0) is the weight
between nodes vi and vj for the initial instance and AS(T ) ⊂ A contains exactly
⌈m(n(n − 1))⌉ arcs in which their weights will be subject to changes (either
increase or decrease) [25].

Since many real-world problems can be formulated as DTSPs and methods
for solving static TSPs can be applied to solve them [8]; the dynamic changes
generated in this paper can be generalized and may represent different factors
depending on the application. For example, in logistics, the weight changes may
represent traffic on the road system or in telecommunications the weight changes
may represent delays on the network.

3 MAX -MIN Ant System

3.1 Construct Solutions

One of the state-of-the-art ACO variations is the MMAS [22]. A colony of ω
ants read pheromones in order to construct their solutions and write pheromones



to store their solutions. Each ant k uses a probabilistic rule to choose the next
node to visit. The decision rule of the kth ant to move from node vi to node vj
is defined as follows:

pkij =
[τij ]

α [ηij ]
β

∑

l∈Nk

i

[τil]
α
[ηil]

β
, if j ∈ N k

i , (3)

where τij and ηij are the existing pheromone trail and heuristic information
available a priori between nodes vi and vj , respectively. The heuristic information
is defined as ηij = 1/dij(t), where dij(t) is defined as in Eq. (1). N k

i is the
neighbourhood of unvisited nodes incident to node i available for ant k to select.
α and β are the two parameters which determine the relative influence of τij and
ηij , respectively.

3.2 Pheromone Update

The pheromone trails inMMAS are updated by applying evaporation as follows:

τij ← (1− ρ) τij , ∀(vi, vj), (4)

where ρ is the evaporation rate which satisfies 0 < ρ ≤ 1, and τij is the existing
pheromone value. After evaporation, the best ant deposits pheromone as follows:

τij ← τij +∆τbestij , ∀(vi, vj) ∈ T best, (5)

where ∆τbestij = 1/Cbest is the amount of pheromone that the best ant deposits

and Cbest defines the solution quality of tour T best. The best ant that is allowed
to deposit pheromone may be either the best-so-far, in which case Cbest = Cbs,
or the iteration-best, in which case Cbest = Cib, where Cbs and Cib are the
solution quality of the best-so-far and the iteration best ant, respectively. The
best-so-far ant is a special ant that may not necessarily belong to the current
population of ants as the iteration best ant. Both update rules are used in an
alternate way in the implementation [23].

The lower and upper limits τmin and τmax of the pheromone trail values
are imposed. The τmax value is bounded by 1/(ρCbs), where Cbs is initially the
solution quality of an estimated optimal tour and later on is updated whenever
a new best-so-far ant solution quality is found. The τmin value is set to τmin =
τmax/2n.

Since only the best ant is allowed to deposit pheromone, the population may
quickly converge towards the best solution found in the first iteration. Therefore,
the pheromone trails are occasionally reinitialized to the τmax value to increase
exploration. For example, whenever the stagnation behaviour occurs or when no
improved solution is found for a given number of iterations, the pheromone trails
are reinitialized.



3.3 Adapting to Dynamic Changes

MMAS is able to use knowledge from previous environments via pheromone
trails and can be applied directly to DOPs without any modifications [1, 16]. For
example, when the changing environments are similar, the pheromone trails of
the previous environment may provide knowledge to speed up the optimization
process to the new environment. However, the algorithm needs to be flexible
enough to accept the knowledge transferred from the pheromone trails, or elim-
inate the pheromone trails, in order to adapt well to the new environment. In
particular, pheromone evaporation enables the algorithm to forget bad decisions
made in previous iterations. When a dynamic change occurs, evaporation elim-
inates the pheromone trails of the previous environment from areas that are
generated on the old optimum and helps ants to explore for the new optimum.

In case the changing environments are different, then pheromone reinitial-
ization may be a better choice rather than transferring the knowledge from
previous pheromone trails [1, 9, 10, 16]. For instance, when a change occurs, the
pheromone trails are initialized with an equal amount.

4 Varying the Colony Size

4.1 Effect of the Colony Size in Dynamic Environments

A previous empirical study showed that the colony size of theMMAS algorithm,
one of the best performing ACO algorithms, is sensitive to the properties of
DOPs [18]. In particular, if for a given DOP only a certain computation budget,
e.g., the maximum number of function evaluations, is available, then the colony
size, i.e., the number of ants, is a very critical parameter. Since each ant in a
colony corresponds to a single function evaluation, an unnecessarily large colony
size may waste computations whereas an extremely small colony size may restrict
the searching capabilities of ACO.

Furthermore, the colony size has a direct relation with the reinforcement
learning period of ACO because it determines its duration: less ants corresponds
to larger duration whereas more ants corresponds to smaller duration. Also the
colony size determines how broad the search is at each iteration (e.g., more ants
means broader search). Hence, the number of ants needs to be tuned accordingly
in order not to waste computation resources and degrade the solution quality.

In this paper, we study the impact of the colony size on the performance of
theMMAS algorithm for DOPs. This kind of problems in a nutshell are a series
of stationary optimization problems that all need to be optimized. Therefore, it is
straightforward that more challenges exist and the colony size will have impact
on the performance of the algorithm. This is because it determines the num-
ber of iterations and the broadness of the search as in stationary optimization
problems. For example, for a given DOP a predefined computation budged is
available between each environmental change that is typically synchronized with
the algorithm, i.e., every f evaluations a change occurs [15]. Therefore, an algo-
rithm with a larger colony size means that it will perform a broader search (i.e.,
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Fig. 1. Performance of MMAS with different fixed number of ants for a short run of
5000 evaluations (left) and a long run of 50,000 evaluations (right), respectively.

more evaluations per iteration) but it will have limited reinforcement learning
(i.e., less number of iteration) for each environmental change.

4.2 Pre-Scheduling the Colony Size

The colony size of MMAS was investigated on the stationary TSP [24]. In
particular, the number of ants used shows a trade-off between the early and
later optimization process of the algorithm regarding the solution quality. At
early stages of the optimization process fewer ants result to better performance,
whereas at later stages more ants result to better performance. With fewer ants
the algorithm seems to initially progress faster but leads to the stagnation be-
haviour at later stages. More ants give better results only on later stages of
the optimization process. This behaviour ofMMAS can be observed in Fig. 1.
Similar behaviour was observed for other problem instances (kroA150.tsp and
kroA200.tsp).

Clearly, at different stages of the optimization process the optimal colony size
ofMMAS varies. Therefore, adjusting the colony size during the optimization
process seems a better choice rather than keeping a fixed colony size. In fact,
pre-scheduling the colony size in stationary environments has proved that it can
combine the merits of few ants on shorter runs and the merits of more ants on
longer runs [24]. However, in this paper, we are concerned with pre-schedules for
dynamic environments. Considering the observations in Fig. 1, a potential good
pre-schedule in a dynamic environment could be starting with a small colony
size when a change occurs to quickly converge and then gradually increase the
colony size to further improve the solution quality.

In particular, four pre-schedules are investigated which are defined as follows:

1. Pre-schedule 1: every 15 iterations add a single ant
2. Pre-schedule 2: every 10 iterations add a single ant
3. Pre-schedule 3: every 5 iterations add a single ant



4. Pre-schedule 4: every 2 iterations add a single ant

All schedules start with an initial colony size of 1 ant and increase by 1 ant at a
time. When a change occurs the colony size is reset back to 1 and starts to grow
until the next dynamic change occurs. An arbitrary number of different pre-
schedules can exist but in this paper we consider these four to determine under
which frequency of increasing the number of antsMMAS performs better. The
size of the colony increases faster from pre-schedule 1 to pre-schedule 2, pre-
schedule 3 and to pre-schedule 4.

5 Experimental Study

5.1 Experimental Setup

To investigate the effect of the colony size ofMMAS in dynamic environments,
three TSP stationary benchmark instances (i.e., kroA100.tsp, kroA150.tsp and
kroA200.tsp) were obtained from TSPLIB4 and corresponding DOPs are gen-
erated using the benchmark generator (described in Section 2.3) with f set to
5000 and 50000 function evaluations, indicating quickly and slowly changing en-
vironments, respectively, and m set to 0.1, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75, indicating slightly,
to medium, to severely changing environments, respectively. Totally, a series of
8 dynamic test cases of DTSPs are constructed from each stationary benchmark
instance to systematically investigateMMAS algorithm with the proposed pre-
scheduled colony size against standard fixed colony size.

The colony size of a traditional MMAS was set to fixed values, i.e., ω ∈
{1, 2, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100}, and the results are compared with the pre-scheduled vari-
ation ofMMAS. The remaining parameters were set to typical values for DOPs
as follows: α = 1, β = 5 and ρ = 0.8 from our preliminary experiments.

5.2 Performance Measurement

For each DTSP, 30 independent runs of theMMAS were executed. For each run,
25 environments changes were allowed and the best so far ant after a dynamic
change was recorded. The overall offline performance [11] is defined as follows:

P̄offline =
1

E

E
∑

i=1





1

R

R
∑

j=1

P ∗
ij



 , (6)

where E is the total number of function evaluations, R is the number of runs,
P ∗
ij is the best-so-far after a dynamic change of iteration i of run j.

4 http://comopt.ifi.uni-heidelberg.de/software/TSPLIB95/



5.3 Results and Discussion

The offline performance results of theMMAS algorithm on DTSPs with fixed
and pre-scheduled colony sizes are presented in Table 1. Pairwise comparisons
between the best fixed colony variation (1, 2, 5, 10, 25, 50 and 100 ants) against
the best pre-scheduled colony variation (1, 2, 3 and 4 pre-schedules) using Mann–
Whitney statistical tests are performed. The best variation of one type with a
bold value indicates that is significantly better than the best variation of the
other type. In case both variations types are in bold it indicates insignificantly
difference between them. In Figs. 2 and 3, the dynamic offline performance for
quickly and slowly changing environments against the algorithmic evaluations
are plotted for the first 10 environments to better understand the behaviour
of MMAS. From the experimental results, the following observations can be
drawn.
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Fig. 2. Dynamic offline performance of MMAS with different fixed number of ants
for quickly changing (left) and slowly changing (right) DTSPs, respectively.

First, the offline performance of fixed colony variations of MMAS with a
larger size is better in most test cases. Only on few cases, i.e., when m = 0.75,
a smaller colony size has better performance. These results were expected for
slowly changing DTSPs, i.e., f = 50000, because more ants perform better in
long runs. However, a large colony also performs better for quickly changing DT-
SPs, i.e., f = 5000. This is contradictory with the observations in Fig. 1, where
a small colony size performed better in a shorter run (corresponds to a quickly
changing environment). From Fig. 2, it can be observed that the performance
up to the first environment (before any change occurs) the results match the
one in Fig. 1. When a dynamic change occursMMAS with fewer ants perform
worst. This is possibly because the pheromone trails generated by fewer ants of
the previous environment may not promote exploration when they are used in
the new environment.



Table 1. Comparison of MMAS variations regarding the results of the offline perfor-
mance

f = 5000 f = 50000

m ⇒ 0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75

# ants kroA100.tsp

(1 ant) 23452 23565 23417 23584 22993 23125 22986 23159
(2 ants) 23378 23523 23381 23538 22967 23119 23004 23157
(5 ants) 23395 23575 23458 23648 23014 23152 23034 23188
(10 ant) 23390 23565 23410 23558 22984 23151 23007 23184
(25 ants) 22831 23030 23037 23085 22937 23135 23002 23134
(50 ants) 22892 23072 22933 23150 22880 23098 22975 23109
(100 ants) 22845 23016 22964 23128 22790 23092 23006 23112
Pre-schedule 1 23199 23385 23226 23284 22826 23055 22929 23055
Pre-schedule 2 23294 23318 23126 23193 22781 23038 22952 23081
Pre-schedule 3 22804 23050 22740 22830 22609 22913 22803 22916

Pre-schedule 4 22707 22887 23071 23144 22814 23066 22963 23090

# ants kroA150.tsp

(1 ant) 28892 29276 29473 29538 28404 28797 28975 29004

(2 ants) 28874 29260 29492 29588 28436 28842 29029 29060
(5 ants) 29020 29338 29610 29727 28558 28907 29082 29146
(10 ant) 28993 29308 29466 29568 28596 28922 29088 29188
(25 ants) 28600 28885 29229 29419 28578 28902 29057 29158
(50 ants) 28575 28897 29236 29300 28542 28861 29056 29156
(100 ants) 28596 28810 29237 29302 28508 28883 28966 29195
Pre-schedule 1 28832 29065 29163 29313 28474 28870 28960 29161
Pre-schedule 2 28856 29040 29019 29309 28491 28845 28995 29116
Pre-schedule 3 28566 28930 29189 29286 28414 28824 28994 29176
Pre-schedule 4 28405 28701 29334 29143 28500 28843 29004 29146

# ants kroA200.tsp

(1 ant) 31799 32405 32722 32829 31240 31712 32044 32103
(2 ants) 31635 32178 32588 32620 31219 31684 32029 32061
(5 ants) 31602 32148 32561 32592 31165 31656 32011 32017
(10 ant) 31543 31958 32409 32327 31131 31641 31992 31980
(25 ants) 31156 31529 32171 32105 31077 31583 31969 31987
(50 ants) 31191 31505 32138 32129 31055 31552 31973 31914
(100 ants) 31158 31493 32032 32113 30982 31468 31915 31802
Pre-schedule 1 31326 31692 32134 32086 31005 31503 31860 31895
Pre-schedule 2 31243 31534 31991 31850 30978 31463 31841 31825
Pre-schedule 3 31084 31466 31882 32101 31002 31345 31806 31718

Pre-schedule 4 30935 31643 31155 32248 31017 31549 31861 31858

Second, the offline performance of pre-scheduled colony variations ofMMAS
that increase the colony size faster, e.g., Pre-schedule 3 and Pre-schedule 4, per-
form better in most test cases. Only in kroA150.tsp problem instance when
f = 50000 none of the pre-scheduled variations perform better. This is because
the results of fixed variation in Table 1 show that 1 ant outperforms other fixed
variations. Therefore, a pre-schedule that increases the colony size will not be
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Fig. 3. Dynamic offline performance of the best fixed and pre-schedule MMAS vari-
ations for quickly changing (left) and slowly changing (right) DTSPs, respectively.

helpful. For the remaining cases, either Pre-schedule 3 or Pre-schedule 4 per-
forms better. This shows that the speed of increasing the colony size is problem
dependent.

Finally, the comparisons between the fixed and pre-scheduled variation show
that with the exception of kroA150.tsp when f = 50000, the best performing
pre-schedule variation outperforms the best performing fixed variation in many
DTSPs. From Fig. 3, it can be observed that a pre-scheduled colony size is able
to maintain a better offline performance than a fixed colony size.

6 Conclusions

The optimal colony size ofMMAS algorithms varies at different stages of the op-
timization process. More precisely, a small colony size works better for short runs
and a large colony size works better for long runs in stationary environments.
This paper, investigates different pre-schedules for DTSPs, where MMAS be-
gins with a single ant and gradually increase its colony size in dynamic envi-
ronments. When a dynamic change occurs, the colony is reset back to a single
ant. The key idea of the pre-schedule is to combine the benefits of small and
large colonies. The experiments for different DTSP test cases showed that a
varying colony size has a promising performance when compared with a fixed
colony size. However, the performance of the pre-schedule of the varying colony
strongly depends on the properties of the DTSP. Hence, a direct future work
would be to self-adapt the colony size ofMMAS. In this way, a possibly auto-
matic pre-schedule will be generated for different DTSPs.
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